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In this series of articles, I will discuss about the famous games from the PlayStation which you must play on your PSP. There
were many more games, but some critics said that some games are too old to be played on a handheld PSP system. So I only
show the next generation handheld products that need to be used with a PSP or Sony Playstation 3, excluding those whose
development has not been announced yet. 

This article is about playing on the PlayStation 3, however, some games are still playable on the PSP via emulation. The PSP
comes with a touchscreen which is used for two-player modes in most of these games. There are different types of controllers
that can be used for this purpose. However, there are only a few of them.

This article is about playing on the XBOX 360, but there are some games that run on the PC with DirectX 9 capabilities.

The Nintendo DS is running some of these old games through emulators or homebrew applications.

Although there are not many free games that run on Windows XP SP3 yet. Most of your older games will run on different
versions of Windows Vista and Windows 7.

This article is about playing on the PlayStation 2, but some of these games can be played on the PSP.

The Wii operating system emulates old Nintendo Entertainment System and Game Boy games, as well as others. WiiWare and
Virtual Console downloads often cost money, but there are demos available for free download.

Current technology cannot allow backwards compatibility with all previous versions of a disc based game console since previous
generation consoles do not have the processing power to emulate the new consoles' hardware platform. As a result, current
generation consoles lack backwards compatibility with all previous generation disc based game consoles. Instead, current
generation consoles may emulate the previous generations console's games either through the use of software emulation or by
using hardware components previously used in the earlier console generation. Sony announced in an FCC filing that the
PlayStation 3 will be able to play PlayStation 2 game discs. It also confirmed this in a speech made by Ken Kutaragi (Chairman
of Sony Computer Entertainment) during Sony's E3 2006 press conference, where he demonstrated " Resident Evil 4" running
on a PS3 system.
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